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Sandarac Gallery 

"Ethic and Contemporary Arts and Crafts"

Come to the Sandarac Gallery that hosts a unique collection of

contemporary and ethnic arts and crafts from all over the world. The

Gallery includes a variety of ceramics, jewelry, fabrics and antiques,

particularly from Asia and the Middle East. American art also finds place

on the shelves of Sandarac Gallery. This fantastic gallery rents as well as

sells art and selected crafts.

 +1 410 625 9993  comments@sandaracgallery.com  220 West Read Street, Baltimora MD
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Minas Gallery & Boutique 

"Vintage Clothing, Used Books and Art"

This charming gallery in the historic waterfront neighborhood of Fells

Point offers an odd assortment of items, from vintage clothing to used

paperbacks and second-hand compact discs and cassettes. If you're

looking for an inexpensive knickknack or local artwork, this is the place to

visit. Poets and local authors often give readings here, and their work is

displayed on the walls. Exhibits change frequently, so call in advance to

find out whose work is on display.

 +1 410 732 4258  www.minasgalleryandbou

tique.com/

 info@minasgalleryandbouti

que.com

 815 West 36th Street,

Baltimora MD
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Hometown Girl Inc 

"A Little Bit of Baltimore"

This Hampden gift shop perfectly captures the commingling of traditional

blue-collar values and the offbeat that wonderful Baltimore attitude

celebrated in the films of director (and Baltimorean) John Waters. You'll

find miniature hand-painted window screens (screen painting is a

traditional Baltimore craft) and local cuisine cookbooks alongside plastic

beehive-hairdo hats and Orioles checkers. If you want to take home a real

piece of Charm City, this is the place to shop. Call for opening hours.

 +1 410 662 4438  htgbaltimore@aol.com  1001 West 36th Street, Baltimora MD
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Mud & Metal 

"Alternative Art Objects"

There are plenty of gift shops in town that offer Orioles caps and stuffed

crabs, but for a souvenir that's uniquely Baltimorean, this is the place to

shop. The handcrafted art objects for sale in this small gallery perfectly

capture the quirky essence of Baltimore's whimsical, yet edgy, decorative

arts scene. Here you'll find giant insects carved from telephone poles, fish

with tin-can scales, plenty of very affordable jewelry, pottery and

distinctive knickknacks. Nothing says 'Baltimore' like a beehive hairdo

refrigerator magnet.
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 +1 410 467 8698  mudandmetal.com/  info@mudandmetal.com  1121 West 36th Street,

Baltimora MD
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